PRISM
Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)
Improve performance, reduce cost and complexity
and strengthen security

CONNECT, PROTECT,
INSPECT.
Flexible networking and security
to rapidly and securely connect
you to multiple cloud service
providers, the HSCN, the PSN
and the internet.

PRISM
Cloud Gateway's flexible, cloud-native SASE solution
enables organisations of any size to choose the tools
they need to improve performance, reduce cost and
complexity and strengthen security - all delivered as a
service with full visibility.
PRISM secures all remote access, internet and
network traffic, with government-grade security, rapid
deployment and flexibility. Future-proof your network
and your business.
Performance. Cost saving. Ease of management. With
PRISM you can gain them all without having to let go of
a thing. Now that really is SASE.
Reduce cost and complexity
Improve network performance
Faster time to market for a competitive edge
Strengthen security
Modernise legacy systems
Start small and scale
Government-grade security
Full visibility and control
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Get Connected
PRISM can operate on a ‘Bring Your Own Network’ basis
to avoid CAPEX costs for any additional hardware - but
if you would like us to take care of that for you, that's
ok too. PRISM connects and secures your ecosystem,
acting as the beating heart of your network. As a cloudcentric SASE solution, PRISM provides the security and
performance you need today, for the cloud services you
need tomorrow.

You can connect to PRISM via any public or private
connectivity method, it is completely agnostic to suit
your business needs. Seamlessly and securely bring
together all of your network endpoints for full visibility
and control of your network.

PRISM - The UK's First SASE Solution.
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Connect, Protect, Inspect.
Welcome to the three pillars of the PRISM
platform: Connect, Protect, Inspect.
These core pillars are essential to building
a Secure Access Service Edge (SASE)
solution, giving you more flexibility,
visibility and control of your network.
Connect

The Connect pillar provides
your organisation with a full
suite of network connectivity
capabilities, depending on
your needs, to bring your entire
ecosystem together.

Inspect

Protect

The Protect pillar provides your
organisation with a set of security
tools, so you can choose how you
want to protect your network with
granular control over policies
and governance.

The Inspect pillar gives you full
visibility of your network traffic
and security configurations from
a single portal, allowing you to
monitor the network and analyse
key metrics.

SASE, delivered as a service.
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Connect
Select your base connectivity and bandwidth needs
Choose the network connectivity capabilities that you need, depending on your business requirements, to bring your
entire ecosystem together. Establishing a connection to any cloud environment can be done within minutes with
Cloud Gateway doing the heavy lifting. Get network connectivity which is secure, with predictable performance. With
your network connectivity taken care of, your IT team can concentrate on more strategic projects, adding greater
value to the business.
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Select from additional connectivity options as required
Secure Remote Access
Remote access connects remote users to your network from any device via the
internet, with the same level of security you would expect from an enterprise site.
With remote access your workforce can operate securely, from anywhere.

HSCN
Connectivity

HSCN

Available at bandwidth levels of 10Mbps upwards.
For more information about connectivity to the
Health and Social Care Network (HSCN), please get
in contact.

50
users

100
users

PSN
Connectivity

250
users

500+
users

PSN

Available at bandwidth levels of 10Mbps upwards.
Requires advanced security due to regulatory
compliance. For more information about Public
Services Network (PSN) connectivity, please get in
contact.
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Protect
Security options
Depending on your needs traffic to/from the internet,
your cloud connected environments, or your connected
enterprise sites, is forwarded through a Secure
Enforcement Core. This means your security policy,
posture and governance will remain in place as your
corporate network changes.
You can add more clouds, sites and users to the network,
safe in the knowledge that PRISM will continue to apply
your security policy for you.

The policy itself can be as granular or as high level as
you wish, depending on how you need to manage your
various traffic flows, and the sensitivity of your workloads.
Security is not just about protection, but about full
visibility through logging and auditing.
Feed granular detail about your network activity into
the telemetry platform, integrate with your existing
SIEM / SOC, and provide insight into how your network
is performing.

SECURE WEB

Amending Security Policy
As part of your managed service, Cloud Gateway
become the custodians of your security policy, but
you have full control over the access and protection
you require and desire.
We will work with you to set your initial security policy
when you enter live service, through workshop sessions
and conference calls, as appropriate. Amendments to
security policies are done via a simple change request,
submitted to our service team.
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Let's talk Security.
What security capabilities might you need?
If you need security functions, you have the choice of the Foundation Security or Firewall-as-a-Service (FWaaS)
modules, Secure Web Gateway or Web Application Firewall (WAF), depending on your business needs and data
sensivity. The team at Cloud Gateway can make recommendations as to the most appropriate tools your business
needs in order to effectively protect your network.

Cloud Gateway applies security from the heart of the
network, so any traffic is sanitised and checked without
exception.

Foundation
Security

The Layer 3/Layer 4 firewall capabilities in the Foundation
Security module will identify and block network traffic
that does not conform to the standards you set.

Ensure that your network is secure, and that security
policies can be applied across the network consistently.
Get a range of security options with the FWaaS module,
which are all cloud-native, allowing you to quickly adapt,
scale and respond in response to changing threats. The
PRISM platform utilises best-of-breed security software
to deliver you industry-leading security services through
a single view, now and into the future.

Secure Web Gateway
URL Filtering
DNS Inspection
Application Control
Proxy Services
Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)

Firewall-as-aService (FWaaS)

Web
Application Firewall
(WAF)
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Inspect
Full network
visibility
Mycloudgateway.co.uk shows your network overview at
a glance, in a simple, intuitive display. Accessible via any
web interface, it allows you to keep track of your network
performance, utilisation and traffic flow overview.
Mycloudgateway.co.uk contains functionality to raise a
support case with the Cloud Gateway service team, as
well as keep track of existing cases.

All customers receive access to the mycloudgateway.co.uk, which provides
visibility of your network and security ecosystem.
Dashboard
Service status
Licence utilisation data
Bandwidth usage
Firewall policy information if applicable
Support / ticket management
Additional monitoring and analytics

Gain access to a sophisticated monitoring and analytics module, which allows you to drill down into more
detail about your network traffic events.
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SIEM / SOC

Inclusive log

Extended log

Integration

storage

storage

A ‘Protect’ component is
required to activate SIEM / SOC
Integration

A ‘Protect’ component is
required to store logs

Available on request

30 days included

Reduce network complexity.
With full visibility and a fully managed end to end service, you can rest assured that your network and security are in
good hands while you concentrate on strategic projects to accelerate business growth and transformation.

Start your SASE journey today.
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Key Benefits
End-to-end service
Endless connectivity methods
Born in the cloud - No hardware required
PSN and HSCN accredited
Seamless integration: Security & connectivity
Underpinned by broad networking expertise
NCSC and CNSP compliant
Security standards and accreditations
Managed Service, 24hr support
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Connect with us
Contact us for tailored advice on the best solution for your specific
requirements. With broad expertise, spanning both traditional and cloud
networking, one of the team would be happy to help.
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About Cloud Gateway
Cloud Gateway provides flexible, networking and security solutions to rapidly connect organisations to multiple cloud service
providers, the HSCN, the PSN and the internet - delivered as a service at a pace suitable to the business.
Using Cloud Gateway’s cloud-native Secure Access Service Edge (SASE) solutions, organisations of any size can choose the tools
needed to improve performance, reduce cost and complexity and strengthen security. Cloud Gateway secures all remote, internet and
network traffic, with rapid deployment and government grade security. Built-in flexibility ensures continuous change is future-proofed.
Organisations have a single, timely and accurate source of truth, ensuring regulatory compliance and protection from cyber threats.

Visit us at cloudgateway.co.uk
Twitter: @cloudgatewayltd
LinkedIn: linkedin.com/company/cloudgateway

